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                                                           Arabah. 

                                                           March 18th 1931 
 
Dear Father. 
 
          I have bought you such a posh pair  
of shoes, a nice cheerful orange, they are the  
same as Sardic wears & considered very superior.  
I am going to make the three pairs up into a  
parcel & will send it parcel post next time  
tr[?] we go into Baliana. You are to choose  
which pair of the gamoose hide shoes you  
like best, & the other pair are for Eric, one  
pair is red the other black. I dontsic know  
which you will prefer. I do hope the orange  
goat skin shoes will fit you as I think they  
will make you comfy house shoes & they are stout  
enough for garden wear also. If the gamoose 
hide shoes pinch your toes you might lend them  
to Mrs Childs for washing days. 
 
          Thanks so much for the shoe polisher  
(funny how both our minds run to feet) I have  
passed it over to Sardic who does our boots & told  
him we should expect an extra swell polish –  
he is very proud of it. 
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          I am seriously thinking of spending some of my  
hard earned wealth on a motor car when I come  
home this summer, it will be something that  
we can all enjoy & we may just as well have  
a good time while we are all hale & hearty.  
The thing I cannot make my mind up about is –  
shall I buy a second hand car & sell it again  
when I start for Egypt again – or shall I buy  
a new car & have it stored during the winter?  
I cantsic say I am frightfully keen on a second hand  
engine – one might be buying the other man’s  
troubles. although I believe one can be fairly  
safe in purchacingsic through the A.A. & a car not  
more than two years old ought to be dependable  
for a few monthssic use. 
  
          On the other hand, I see the Morris touring cars  
(to seat 4) are £130 new. & I am afraid I have  
a leaning in favour of one if I could get a lock  
up garage some where near at a reasonable rent  
What do you & Mother think about it. will you  
talk it over & if possible enquire about garages etc. 
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you see I shall not want to waste any more time  
than I can help when I come home. 
 
          Joey is mended again. I am afraid  
he has’ntsic earned his keep out here. he is really  
more suited to civilized parts, a camel – though  
slow – does keep his tail above the rocks – & is more  
suited to the scenery. 
 
          Amice has just made an  
awful purn pun. she has bought two more  
rugs & she says they must be perfect because  
they are floorless – (flawless) – 

 
          Lots of love from both of us. 
          Your affectionate daughter  
          Myrtle. 
 
PS. I think the lable/<el>s are awful swank –  
Amice is very jealous 

 


